
Cleaning is in the bag
Enclosed bag holds 30 robot bins of dirt 
and debris for easy disposal without the 
cloud of dust

Automatic emptying, 
now at your disposal
Empties the robot’s bin on its own, so 
you can forget about vacuuming for 
weeks at a time

Empties, recharges  
and heads out  
for more
Automatically empties and recharges  
as needed, and then continues  
cleaning - until the job is done

Takes the dirty work 
out of vacuuming.

Compatible with Roomba® s Series Robots

Clean Base  
Automatic Dirt 

Disposal

™



With 25 years of robotic expertise  
and continuous innovation, iRobot®  
has optimized our Roomba® robot 
vacuum to help thoroughly clean  
floors in homes around the world.
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Disposal without the dust

Enclosed bag traps dirt and debris so it can’t  
escape into the air, for easy disposal without 
the cloud of dust

Automatic Emptying

Empties the robot’s bin on its own, taking 
care of the cleaning from start to finish

Easy Upgrade

Just install the disposal-ready robot bin  
(included) and your robot is ready to go! 

Empties, recharges and heads out for more

Automatically empties and recharges as  
needed, and then continues cleaning -  
until the job is done

Forget about vacuuming for weeks at a time

Bag holds 30 bins of dirt, dust and hair, so 
you don’t have to think about vacuuming for 
weeks at a time

Clean Base™ Automatic Dirt Disposal features:

Specifications

PRODUCT 

 SKU 4636453

 Bag Volume 1.7 liters

BOX CONTENTS 

Clean Base™ Charging Station +  
Automatic Dirt Disposal

Line Cord 

Disposal-ready Robot Bin

2 Dirt Disposal Bags

SHIPPING 

 Retail Box UPC 885155018106

 Master Case UPC 10885155018103

 Quantity per MC 1

 Retail box 19.6 in x 15.6 in 
 Dimensions  (in) x 13.7 in

 Master Carton 20.5 in x 14.125 
 Dimensions  (in) x 16.25 in

 Retail Box Weight (lb) 17.5 lbs

 Master Carton Weight (lb) 19 lbs

 Pallet Count 24


